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scheduled tribes in India. The comprehensive,
exclusive and exhaustive work will be an
invaluable reference tool for scholars,
researchers, planners, administrator, policy
makers, govt. official and the others.
Documents on North-East India: Assam
(1958 to modern times) - Suresh K. Sharma
2006

Lok Sabha Debates - India. Parliament. Lok
Sabha 1997
Cabinet Responsibility to Legislature - G. C.
Malhotra 2004
With reference to Indian parliament and state
legislatures.
Encyclopaedia of North-East India - Col Ved
Prakash 2007
This 5-Volume, Encyclopaedic Study Of India S
North-East Is The Result Of The Author S 11
Years Of Service Extended Over Three Tenures
In The Region, Followed By 6 Years Of Library
Research After His Retirement. Being The First
Of Its Kind, Given Its Contents And Sheer Size,
Over 2,500 Pages, It Is A Unique Book.Writing
On The North-East Is Not An Easy Exercise,
Given Its Diversity (Ethnic, Racial, Religious And
Linguistic), Size, History And Geography. If
India Is Microcosmic World, The North-East Is
Microcosmic India. Of The 5,653 Communities In
India, 653 Are Tribal Of Which The 213 Are
Indigenous To The North-East. Of The 213, 111
Are Found In Arunachal Pradesh Alone.
Illumined By An Equally Amazing Linguistic
Diversity, It Is Home To 325 Of The 1,652
Languages Spoken In India. Yet Again, NorthEast S Total Population Of 3,84,95,089 (2001)
Constitutes 2.69 Per Cent Of India S
1,02,70,15,247, While Its Area Of 2,55,088 Sq
Km Is 7.75 Per Cent Of India S 32,87,263 Sq Km.
Lawasia Human Rights Bulletin - 1982

Bridging Neoliberalism and Hindu
Nationalism - Marie Lall 2022-09-30
India will soon be the world’s most populated
country and its political development will shape
the world of the 21st century. Yet Hindu
nationalism – at the helm of contemporary
Indian politics – is not well understood outside of
India, and its links to the global neoliberal
trajectory have not been much explored. This
important book shows for the first time why it is
education, not a failed political system, that led
to the rise of Modi and the right-wing nationalist
ideology of Hindutva. It provides in depth insight
into contemporary Indian politics and wider
societal acceptance of India’s Hindu nationalist
trajectory, as well as examining the role of class.
The first five years of Modi rule failed to bring
about the development that had been promised
and have seen India’s rapid change from a
largely inclusive society to one where religious
minorities are denied their basic rights.
Unheeded Hinterland - Dilip Gogoi 2016-01-29
This book presents a comprehensive account of
the debates on sovereignty, self-determination
and nationalist upsurges in India’s Northeast,
especially Assam. At a deeper level, it analyses
how multi-ethnic societies engage with the
nation state. Based on the framework of

Encyclopaedia of Scheduled Tribes in India - P.
K. Mohanty 2006
This encyclopaedia work in five volumes covers
all related and relevant information about the
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international relations and geo-politics, the
volume locates internal tensions and
contradictions among different ethnic groups,
alongside the complex interrelationships
between the centre and the region. It also
proposes a new structure of ‘Common Ethnic
House’ to resolve persistent inter-ethnic tensions
among different communities and the impasse
between the Northeast and the centre. This book
will interest scholars and researchers of politics
and international relations, sociology and social
anthropology, area studies, peace and conflict
studies, especially those concerned with South
Asia and Northeast India.
Citizenship Debate Over NRC and CAA - Nani G.
Mahanta 2021-07-05
This book discusses the National Register of
Citizens (NRC) and Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA) and questions the many underlying
assumptions on identity and religion.
Bangladeshi Migrants in India - Rizwana
Shamshad 2017-10-03
In January 2011, Felani Khatun was shot dead
while attempting to cross the border from India
to Bangladesh. Her body remained hung on the
fence as a warning to those who illegally crossed
an international border. Migration to India from
the current geographical and political entity
called Bangladesh is more than a century old
and had begun long before the nation states
were created in South Asia. Often termed as
‘foreigners’ and ‘infiltrators’, Bangladeshi
migrants such as Felani find their way into India
for the promise of a better future. Post 1971,
there has been a steady movement of people
from Bangladesh into India, both as refugees
and for economic need, making this migration a
complex area of inquiry. This book focuses on
the contemporary issue of undocumented
Bangladeshi migration to the three Indian states
of Assam, West Bengal, and Delhi, and how the
migrants are perceived in light of the ongoing
discourses on the various nationalisms in India.
Each state has a unique history and has taken
different measures to respond to Bangladeshi
migrants present in the state. Based on
extensive fieldwork and insightful interviews
with influential members from key political
parties, civil society organizations, and Hindu
and ethnic nationalist bodies in these states, the
book explores the place and role of Bangladeshi
voter-list-of-assam-1966

migrants in relation to the inherent tension of
Indian nationalism.
Rajiv Gandhi to Narendra Modi - Parsa
Venkateshwar Rao Jr 2019-02-04
For the first time, the political story of India
from the mid-1980s to the second decade of the
present century is reconstructed through the
first-person narratives of political leaders,
revealing their inmost thoughts in their public
utterances, offering weak arguments for their
unforgivable lapses, speaking in eloquent terms
of their achievements and sometimes showing
uncharacteristic humility in what they said in
their public speeches, in the Lok Sabha, in their
blogs. From Rajiv Gandhi’s confession about how
and why he came into politics, Narendra Modi’s
graphic description of his inner agony during the
Gujarat riots, Vajpayee’s disarming confession
about Nehru, Narasimha Rao’s stoic stance in a
letter to his childhood friend, Advani’s
confessions in the Lok Sabha about why
television was pressed into service during the
Kargil War, what emerges is a historical drama
of Shakespearean range and an intensity which
is more than what brilliant historians and acute
political analysts can hope to achieve. The book
shows that the first draft of history is found in
the words of politicians in parliament and in the
government. It captures the immediacy of
history-in-the-making, and the palest platitudes
of politicians that acquire rare poignancy.
Population and the Political Imagination - R.B.
Bhagat 2022-04-25
This book identifies population as a central issue
of polity and examines its links to ideas of state
and citizenship. It explores the relationship
between the state, citizenship and polity by
reexamining processes related to census
enumeration, population and citizen registers,
and the politics of classificatory
governmentality. Religion, ethnicity, caste and
political class play a key role in determining
community identities and the relationship
between an individual and the state.
Contextualizing the arguments and
controversies around the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act 2019 (CAA 2019) and the
National Register of Citizens (NRC), the book
examines the processes of inclusion or exclusion
of minorities and migrants as citizens in India. It
focusses on the classification of irregular and
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refugee migration since independence in India,
especially in the state of Assam. The book
highlights how political imagination, as a
theoretical framework, shapes the processes and
strategies for enumeration and classification and
thereby the idea of citizenship. Underlining the
relationship between instruments of
government, political mobilization and the
resurgence of communal polarization, it also
offers suggestions for alternative constructions
of citizenship and an inclusive state. This book
will be useful for students and researchers of
population studies, population geography,
migration studies, sociology, political science,
social anthropology, law and journalism. It will
also be of interest to policy makers, journalists,
as well as NGOs and CSOs.
Developmental Issues in Contemporary India M. R. Biju 2010

extraordinary regime of citizenship. The CAA
provides for the exemption of some migrants
from this regime by making religion the criterion
of distinguishability. The CAA 2019 and NRC
have generated a regime of 'bounded citizenship'
based on the assumption that citizenship can be
passed on as a legacy of ancestry making it a
natural and constitutive identity. The politics of
Hindutva serves as an ideological apparatus
buttressing the regime and propelling the
movement away from the foundational principles
of secular-constitutionalism that characterised
Indian citizenship in 1949.
Parliamentary Debates - India. Parliament. Rajya
Sabha 1988
Low Intensity Conflicts in India - Vivek Chadha
2005-03-23
Low intensity conflicts (or LICs) are motivated
and sustained by a strong ideology—be it
economic, political, ethnic or psychological.
Through a sustained process of attrition, these
often protracted struggles are capable of
bringing the state to its knees, besides draining
the exchequer and resulting in the loss of many
lives. This important book is the first
comprehensive account of LICs in India from
1947 to the present. The conflicts covered in
detail are: - Militancy in both Punjab and Jammu
and Kashmir - The complex problems in the
North-East - The agitation for Gorkhaland and
Naxalite violence. Lt Col Vivek Chadha covers all
facets of these LICs including their causes and
origins, the factors that sustain them and the
trajectory of each. He provides a comparative
analysis of the causes of these conflicts and
examines the state’s response in dealing with
them. Insightful, objective and lucidly written,
this book will attract a wide readership among
army, paramilitary and police personnel as well
as administrators, policy-makers and students of
strategic studies.
Indigenous People of Barak Valley - Atiqur
Rahman Barbhuiya 2020-01-27
Major sections of Muslims presently living in
Barak Valley were converted from local
indigenous tribes due to the spiritual influence
of holy Arabian saints coming from the Middle
East. Tea tribes of Assam having only 150 years
of history of settlement in Assam and the
subjects of Ahom kings living in Assam are

Citizenship Regimes, Law, and Belonging Anupama Roy 2022-03-04
Successive amendments in the citizenship law in
India have spawned distinct regimes of
citizenship. The idea of citizenship regimes is
crucial for making the argument that law must
be seen not simply as bare provisions but also
examined for the ideological practices that
validate it and lay claims to its enforceability.
While citizenship regime in India can be
distinguished from one another on the basis on
their distinct political and legal rationalities,
cumulatively they present a movement from jus
soli to jus sanguinis. The movement towards jus
sanguinis has been a complex process of
entrenchment of exclusionary nationhood under
the veneer of liberal citizenship. This work
argues that the contemporary landscape of
citizenship in India is dominated by the
Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) 2019 and the
National Register of Citizens (NRC). The CAA
2019 and the NRC emerged as distinct
tendencies from the amendment in the
citizenship law in 2003. These tendencies
subsequently become conjoined in an ideological
alignment to make citizenship dependent on
lineage, spelling out ideas of belonging which
are tied to descent and blood ties. The NRC has
invoked the spectre of 'crisis' in citizenship
generated by indiscriminate immigration and the
risks presented by 'illegal migrants', to justify an
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considered as indigenous, while Muslims, the
subjects of contemporary Koch kings and
Kachari kings, living in Assam with 700/800
years of settlement history have not been
considered as indigenous or Assamese Khilonjia.
This book explores the roots of Hindus and
Muslims living in Barak Valley. Bengali Hindus
and Muslims living in Assam should look back to
their history if they want to live in Assam in a
dignified manner. Our past history is our
strength, not weakness.
Illegal Migration from Bangladesh - Braja
Bihārī Kumāra 2006
Contributed articles presented at the two
seminars on same theme at Delhi in 2001 and in
Gauhati in 2003 moderated by Astha Bharati and
C-NES.
Making of India's Northeast - Dilip Gogoi
2019-09-23
This book examines India’s Northeast
borderland – strategically positioned at the
confluence of South Asia, East and Southeast
Asia – from the perspective of international
relations. The volume interrogates the
geopolitics of region-making in both colonial and
postcolonial times and traces the transformation
of Northeast India from a British strategic
frontier into a securitised borderland. It situates
the region in transnational interactions both in
conflict and cooperation with its immediate
neighbouring regions of China, Bangladesh, and
Myanmar, especially in the context of India’s
Look East/Act East policy. The volume paves the
way for a new ‘region-state’ framework borne
out of the constructivist worldview and offers
answers to many conundrums centring border
studies. It further delineates approaches to
overcoming the present geopolitical and
territorial challenges of India’s Northeast with a
critical thrust on regional policymaking. The
volume will be of interest to students and
researchers in the disciplines of social sciences
and humanities in India as well as South and
Southeast Asia. It will be especially useful to
those in politics and international relations,
strategic studies, international political
economy, foreign policy, development studies
and regional development, besides foreign
policy-makers and diplomats, development
practitioners, economists and policy analysts.
Refugees and the Law - Jayshree Satpute 2011
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Ethnic Tensions in Indian Society - P. N. Rastogi
1986-01-01
The Citizenship Act, 1955 - Current
Publications 2020-07-15
and THE CITIZENSHIP RULES, 2009 with The
Citizenship (Registration of Citizens and Issue of
National Identity Cards) Rules, 2003
Notifications Statement of Objects and Reasons
Notes with Free Access to Full Text of
Judgements on Net and Mobile App
The Sikh Separatist Insurgency in India Jugdep S Chima 2008-08-01
The "Punjab crisis," a two-decade long armed
insurgency that emerged as a violent
ethnonationalist movement in the 1980s and
gradually transformed into a secessionist
struggle, resulted in an estimated 25,000
casualties in Punjab. This ethnonationalist
movement, on one hand, ended the perceived
notion of looking at Punjab as the model of
political stability in independent India and, on
the other, raised several lingering socio-political
questions which have great effect on Indian
politics for decades to come, including the
prospects of recurring ethnic insurgencies. The
Sikh Separatist Insurgency in India: Political
Leadership and Ethnonationalist Movements
provides an authoritative political history of the
Sikh separatist insurgency in Punjab by
focussing on "patterns of political leadership", a
previously unexplored explanatory variable. It
describes in detail the trends which led to the
emergence of the "Punjab crisis", the various
dynamics through which the movement
sustained itself and the changing nature of
"patterns of political leadership" which
eventually resulted in its decline in the
mid-1990s. Providing a microhistorical analysis
of the "Punjab crisis," this book argues that the
trajectories of ethnonationalist movements are
largely determined by the interaction between
self-interested ethnic and state political elites,
who not only react to the structural choices they
face, but whose purposeful actions and decisions
ultimately affect the course of ethnic
group—state relations. It consolidates this
theoretical preposition through a comparative
analysis of four contemporary global
ethnonationalist movements—those occurring in
Chechnya, Northern Ireland, Kashmir, and
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Assam. This book will be of interest to students
and academics studying political science and
history, especially those working on South Asia
and the Sikhs, and also for public policy
practitioners in multi-ethnic societies. It remains
invaluable reading for those interested in the
phenomenon of ethnonationalism.
Putting the Ontological Back into Ontological
Security - Meredydd Rix 2021-03-22
This study sets out to do two things. Firstly, it
seeks to contribute to the burgeoning literature
on ontological security in International Relations
(IR)... Secondly, I hope to say something about
Indian nationalism by making the case for
Bangladesh’s importance in the project of
nation-curation. I show how the uncodability of
the Bangladeshi migrant and the Indian citizen
presents an ontological threat to the Indian
nation, portending an implosion of selfhood by
undermining claims to an ontic reality for
something called the Indian nation...
War Within, Indian Political Analysis, 1966-1984
- Ramesh Chandra Purohit 2006
Novel based on the life of artists in Mumbai
motion picture industry.
Assam GK - Diamond Power Learning Team
2019-12-11
This book covers all the subjects which is
important form examination point of view. We
have contain the questions from Latest
Important Events 2019, Government of Assam,
Assam at a Glance, Geography of Assam, History
of Assam, Population (Census-2011),
Administration, Art and Culture, Natural
Resources of Assam, Important Events Multiple
Choice Questions etc. Apart from this, we have
also covered other sections like Wildlife of
Assam, First in Assam, some Tourist Places of
Assam, amous Personalities, Awards &
Awardees and Miscellaneous form where
expected questions are asked in various
competitive exams.
The Oxford Handbook of the Indian
Constitution - Sujit Choudhry 2016-05-03
The Indian Constitution is one of the world's
longest and most important political texts. Its
birth, over six decades ago, signalled the arrival
of the first major post-colonial constitution and
the world's largest and arguably most daring
democratic experiment. Apart from greater
domestic focus on the Constitution and the
voter-list-of-assam-1966

institutional role of the Supreme Court within
India's democratic framework, recent years have
also witnessed enormous comparative interest in
India's constitutional experiment. The Oxford
Handbook of the Indian Constitution is a wideranging, analytical reflection on the major
themes and debates that surround India's
Constitution. The Handbook provides a
comprehensive account of the developments and
doctrinal features of India's Constitution, as well
as articulating frameworks and methodological
approaches through which studies of Indian
constitutionalism, and constitutionalism more
generally, might proceed. Its contributions range
from rigorous, legal studies of provisions within
the text to reflections upon historical trends and
social practices. As such the Handbook is an
essential reference point not merely for Indian
and comparative constitutional scholars, but for
students of Indian democracy more generally.
History of the Assamese Movement Since 1947 Dilipkumar Chattopadhyay 1990
Terrorism in India's North-east - Ved Prakash
2008
Adivasis, Migrants and the State in India Jagannath Ambagudia 2018-12-07
This book looks at the contested relationship
between Adivasis or the indigenous peoples,
migrants and the state in India. It delves into the
nature and dynamics of competition and
resource conflicts between the Adivasis and the
migrants. Drawing on the ground experiences of
the Dandakaranya Project – when Bengali
migrants from erstwhile East Pakistan (now
Bangladesh) were rehabilitated in eastern and
central India – the author traces the connection
between resource scarcity and the emergence of
Naxalite politics in the region in tandem with the
key role played by the state. He critically
examines the way in which conflicts between
these groups emerged and interacted, were
shaped and realised through acts and agencies
of various kinds, as well as their socio-economic,
cultural and political implications. The book
explores the contexts and reasons that have led
to the dispossession, deprivation and
marginalisation of Adivasis. Through rich
empirical data, this book presents an in-depth
analysis of a contemporary crisis. It will be
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useful to scholars and researchers of political
studies, South Asian politics, Conflict Studies
political sociology, cultural studies, sociology
and social anthropology.
The Muslim Question in Assam and
Northeast India - Monoj Kumar Nath
2021-03-30
This book presents a systematic study of the
transformation of the specific socio-political
identity of the Muslims in Assam. It discusses
the issues of Muslims under India’s ‘indigenous
secularism’, Hindu nationalism and the rise of
majoritarian politics; Muslim immigration into
Assam after Independence; the Assam
Movement and the shift of Muslims from being a
vote bank to an autonomous force in the postPartition politics of Assam; the role of Jamiat;
and the divide between Assamese and the neoAssamese. It explores the history and
contemporary politics of the state to show how
they shape the new context of Muslim identity in
Assam, where previously an Assamese identity
often prevailed over religious and linguistic
identity. With the current debates on illegal
immigration, the National Register of Citizens of
India (NRC) and the Citizenship (Amendment)
Act 2019, this book will be a timely addition to
the existing literature on Muslim minority
politics in Assam and northeast India. This book
will be useful to scholars and researchers of
political science, sociology, political sociology,
minority studies, northeast India studies,
demography and immigration studies, and
development studies. It will interest those
concerned with minority politics, communal
politics, identity politics, migration, citizenship
issues, and South Asian studies.
Partition - Urvashi Butalia 2015-02-24
The dark legacies of partition have cast a long
shadow on the lives of people of India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh. The borders that were drawn in
1947, and redrawn in 1971, divided not only
nations and histories but also families and
friends. The essays in this volume explore new
ground in Partition research, looking into areas
such as art, literature, migration, and notions of
‘foreignness’ and ‘belonging’. It brings focus to
hitherto unaddressed areas of partition such as
the northeast and Ladakh.
Gautam Prasad Baroowah's The Resonant
Chord - Navamalati Chakraborty, Nakib Ahmed
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2020-03-23
A UNIQUE BIOGRAPHY THAT WILL EMPOWER
FUTURE GENERATIONS. The Resonant Chord
is all about a young lad's journey. It is the
mirrored reflection of the life of a young man
who worked and studied at the same time during
his teens, only to retire as the Ombudsman of
RBI. It is a story of how he never lacked
confidence and always knew at the bottom of his
mind that he would have to one day pull out his
ace card to be a winner. It tells of how he found
the missing piece in his life and of how he faced
the struggles of life that inspired him to become
a role model for many a youth.
Vernacular Politics in Northeast India - Jelle
J. P. Wouters 2022-08-16
Perhaps nowhere in India is contemporary
politics and visions of 'the political' as diverse,
animated, uncontainable, and poorly understood
as in Northeast India. Vernacular Politics in
Northeast India offers penetrating accounts into
what guides and animates Northeast India's
spirited political sphere, including the categories
and values through which its peoples conceive of
their 'political' lives. Fourteen essays by
anthropologists, political scientists, historians,
and geographers think their way afresh into the
region's political life and sense. Collectively they
show how different communities, instead of
adjusting themselves to modern democratic
ideals, adjust democracy to themselves, how
ethnicity has become a politically pregnant
expression of local identities, and how forms and
politics of indigeneity assume a life of its own as
it is taken on, articulated, reworked, and fought
over by peoples.
India Today - 1989
Nationality and International Law in Asian
Perspective - Swan Sik Ko 1990-08-16
Preface.
Economic and Political Weekly - 1993
Terror Sans Frontiers - Jaideep Saikia 2003
Hindutva Regime in Assam - Akhil Ranjan
Dutta 2021-07-05
Hindutva Regime in Assam: Saffron in the
Rainbow analyses the Bharatiya Janata Party’s
(BJP) strategy of appropriating cultural
resources in Assam while pursuing the Hindutva
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agenda. In Assam, where numerous ethnic and
regional political outfits have registered their
electoral presence, the ‘Rainbow Alliance’
emerged as the dominant strategic tool for BJP
in its electoral battles. The book studies how BJP
has capitalized on people’s attachment to their
ethno-regional cultures and has successfully coopted and ‘saffronized’ the ‘Rainbow’ by
bringing together diverse ethnic groups into its
fold. Scrutinizing electoral strategies, BJP’s
victories in 2014, 2016 and 2019, and the efforts
towards dismantling consensus around the
National Register of Citizens (NRC) by enacting
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the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), the book
provides a holistic view of this steady
‘saffronization’. It also critically investigates
BJP’s populist development agenda. From the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh’s (RSS)
grassroots work to the government’s policy
initiatives, the book analyses the regime’s
performance and ideological pursuits in depth. It
highlights how BJP’s strategies in Assam are
unique in some ways and how similar strategies
can be seen elsewhere in India.
Issues in Indian Politics - Lalan Tiwari 1995
Collection of essays, chiefly relating to the early
1980s till date.
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